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Mickey Derringer is having a hell of a year. A yr full of loss, crushing disappointment, own
tragedy, actual trauma, psychological anguish, and relentless change. it is also a yr of private
triumphs, growth, love and enlightenment. All whereas she's attempting to seize the worst serial
killer the town has ever known. A assassin whose modus operandi reopens outdated wounds
and rekindles her worst nightmares. Fire & Ice "In hearth & Ice, Selina Rosen finds the
sophisticated evil of a segregated society, whereas displaying the metamorphosis of an
intelligent, loving courting among people. In view of the pathetic compromise of 'Don't ask; do
not tell,' this novel's near-future premise of carding gays and lesbians like unlawful
extraterrestrial beings indicates a sinister yet plausible possibility. this could be a caution to
someone who thinks that something lower than overall civil rights for everybody will be a
suitable compromise."-- Mark Shepherd, writer of BLACKROSE road and LAZER WARZ
i need to be honest. i've got a number of of Selina Rosen's books that i haven't read. I eagerly
visit her readings at SF Cons simply because they're regularly enjoyable. I then purchase a
brand new booklet on the backyard puppy Press desk in simple terms to take it domestic the
place it sits simply because i've got papers to grade and so on. while I do have time to read, I
are inclined to choose up the most recent unlock in a single of the numerous sequence that Fire
& Ice i love simply because I usually wish the familiar. this isn't inevitably a mistake in keeping
with se, however it is Fire & Ice a loss on my part.Our major personality Mickey Derringer is a
cop who's trying to find a serial murderer. so as to add to her stress, the e-book opens with Fire
& Ice the dying of her longtime accomplice Marty, and we discover out that her marriage to her
spouse Chris has led to divorce. She can also be being compelled through her division to work
out a psychiatrist to accommodate her many issues, a few that are from being shot on duty.
unfortunately she will get shot two times extra within the comparable shoulder over the process
the book.The heritage subject matter of the unconventional is homosexual Rights. homosexual
marriage is legal, yet homosexuals needs to hold a card Fire & Ice and can't paintings in a few
professions. For example, Mickey can paintings as a cop simply because she is lesbian, yet a
immediately girl obviously can't since it is taken into account a male job. Likewise, a
homosexual guy can paintings as a hairdresser, yet a immediately guy cannot. the main target
is on Mickey and her emotional issues, however it makes you consider issues like, what will be
wish to stay in a global the place Bob Fosse, one of many maximum dancers and
choreographers of the twentieth century in my opinion, couldn't were a dancer simply because
he used to be heterosexual? If, like me, you're bisexual, it makes you ask yourself the place you
will slot in in any respect in that society.The most powerful element of Ms. Rosen's tale is the
dialogue. i'm used to analyzing city delusion which frequently relies much on description. i'm
used to figuring out intimately what outfit the nature is wearing, what the atmosphere feels like
and so on. there's description in _Fire and Ice_, however it is minimum and never fairly needed.
with the exception of the problems round homosexuality, it really is our global and we don't want
descriptions to immerse ourselves within the book. it's a international that we're conversant in
and it permits Selina Rosen to target her characters. The discussion is what strikes the tale and
builds the characters. For me, it really is reminder approximately what i feel is crucial a Fire &

Ice part of storytelling--the characters and what they pass through. we all know that Mickey
goes to seize the serial killer. we all know that she's going to care for her issues. The query is
how and that's what makes the tale and retains us reading.
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